Multi-State Field Trials of ARS Russian Honey Bees


SUMMARY
Field trials of Russian honey bees (ARS Primorsky stock) propagated as queen lines from queens imported from the far-eastern province of Primorsky were conducted in 1999 and 2000 in Iowa, Louisiana, and Mississippi. While honey production varied between apiaries and states, the honey production of the majority of Primorsky queen lines met or exceeded commercial standards. For example, the best production came from Mississippi in 2000. There, the overall average production was 125 pounds, not including fall production. Selected breeder queens from Mississippi in 2000 averaged 185 pounds and ranged from 149 to 238 pounds. Overall, given comparable nectar flows and beekeeping, ARS Primorsky stock, selected for retention in the breeding program and released to the beekeeping industry, will not sacrifice honey production.

INTRODUCTION
The human-assisted host range expansion of Varroa destructor (Anderson and Trueman, 2000) to includeApis mellifera has resulted in an unprecedented threat to A. mellifera apiculture. Without acaricide treatments repeated up to three times a year, colonies die.

However helpful they are, acaricides present several difficulties. The chemicals are costly, require additional time and costs to apply, must be applied during periods when bees are not producing honey, which will be harvested for human consumption, may contaminate honey or wax and mites have an ability to become genetically resistant to them.

One possible solution to the problem caused by V. destructor is the identification and use of stocks of honey bees that are resistant to the mite. However, the breeding and selection of mite-resistant honey bees must also include breeding and selection to assure adequate honey production ability since most beekeepers rely on honey production to supply most of their income.

A. mellifera of the far-eastern Russian territory of Primorsky have been used to find the ARS Primorsky stock (Danka, 1995, Rinderer, et al. 1997, 1999), which has substantial resistance to V. destructor (Rinderer, et al. 2000, 2001). We conducted field trials in order to evaluate the resistance of ARS Primorsky honey bees to V. destructor in a general way and to conduct specific progeny tests of queen lines that were previously identified as being among the best that were imported from Primorsky. Honey production was an essential component of these evaluations. This report focuses on the honey production results of ARS Primorsky queen line evaluations in 1999 and 2000.

METHODS
Daughter queens of each ARS Primorsky queen selected for progeny testing were produced using standard queen rearing procedures and mated to drones from the general pool of selected Primorsky colonies, according to a “round robin” inter-block design (Rinderer et al. 1999). Natural matings were facilitated on a Louisiana coastal island to assure that only drones from selected colonies mated with the queens. Daughters of six and ten queen lines were tested in 1999 and 2000, respectively.

The trials were conducted in apiaries in Iowa, Louisiana, and Mississippi. In 1999, three apiaries were established near Cresco, Iowa, two apiaries were established near Henderson, Louisiana, and two were established near Webb, Mississippi. Forty-two Primorsky colonies and forty-two domestic colonies were studied in each state, with the colonies divided equally among the apiaries. Seven sister Primorsky queens from six Primorsky queen lines were evaluated in each state.

Domestic colonies were of the commercial stock that has been traditionally used in each location. Their purpose was to supply a commercial standard for the selection of Primorsky queen lines to be included into a long-term breeding program. In Iowa and Louisiana, colonies were in hives on individual bottom boards. In Mississippi, colonies were in hives on “4-way” pallets. In Mississippi, both hives facing one direction on each pallet were of the same stock to reduce effects of drift between side-by-side units. Otherwise, colony or pallet position in the apiaries was randomized.

In 2000, each state was represented by three apiaries. Prior studies provided ample evidence of the general comparative resistance to V. destructor by Primorsky honey bees and the general acceptability of their honey production. Selections of queen lines with above average honey production for inclusion into the breeding program could be made with confidence that they were within the range of acceptability. Also, the tested “Yellow 99” Primorsky line with a known response to V. destructor and honey production history was included as a control and to provide the line with an additional year of selection to improve its resistance to V. destructor. Further, each state location had apiaries stocked with domestic colonies which gauged the area’s general honey production potential during the trial periods. Hence, in order to accommodate desires to conduct progeny tests on more lines, each represented by more sister queens, only Primorsky queens were established in the test apiaries. Each of 9 untested queen lines and the “Yellow 99” control line was represented by 36 daughters, equally divided among states and apiaries. In Louisiana and Iowa, where colonies were on individual bottom boards, the arrangement of queen lines within apiaries was random. In Mississippi, where colonies were on 4-way pallets, each queen line was randomly assigned to one pallet in each apiary, in order to reduce the drift between colonies of different queen lines.

In both years, Iowa colonies were established as queen-right 5-frame nucleus colonies (standard deep frames) in
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Louisiana and transported to Iowa. Louisiana colonies were established on site as queen-right five-frame nucleus colonies on site. In 1999, Mississippi colonies were established as queen-right five-frame nucleus colonies on site. In 2000, the Mississippi colonies were established as five-frame nucleus colonies and transported to Mississippi. In 1999, domestic colonies were divided to produce nucleus colonies for all locations. In 2000, Primorsky colonies were divided to produce nucleus colonies for Iowa and Mississippi, while domestic colonies were used for producing the Louisiana colonies. Subsequent management procedures differed between states, except that treatments to control parasitic mites were not used. Otherwise, management procedures followed the practices normally employed by the three cooperating beekeepers. However, both Primorsky and domestic colonies were given the same management in each state.

Honey production in each year and location was determined in the field using a portable electronic scale. Data were collected at the end of the spring (Louisiana) or summer flow (Iowa and Mississippi). (Fall honey production was not measured, but general observations were made of it in 2000). Bees were removed from honey supers and a total gross weight was determined for each colony by weighing the honey supers. Net weights were calculated by subtracting the average weight of the equipment containing honey from the total gross weight. These data were used in analyses of variance for general comparisons of Primorsky and domestic colonies of honey bees and for comparisons among specific queen lines of Primorsky honey bees.

While analysis of variance is useful in comparing average honey production of groups of colonies classified as Primorsky, domestic or according to a specific queen-line, it lacks the ability to identify the best colony. A direct comparison of honey production is unsuitable since a poorer colony in a better apiary location might be chosen as a breeder over a better colony in a poorer apiary location. Z-score transformations were used to overcome many of the effects of varied apiary conditions (Rinderer 1986). Z-scores standardize individual colony scores to a common scale of "normal distribution units" with each colony assigned a score by comparison to the average production in its own apiary.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In 1999, several trends were apparent (Fig. 1). Differences in honey production occurred between both states and apiaries. Differences in nectar flow strengths and durations and differences in the timing of nectar flows, respective to colony development, probably account for differences in the amount of honey produced in different apiaries and states. Hence, these data cannot be used to support any conclusion regarding the comparative honey production potential of the different beekeeping areas.

Production of the Primorsky colonies compared favorably with that of the domestic control colonies. The Primorsky colonies represented 6 candidate queen lines that were being evaluated for inclusion into a breeding program designed to select for a stock having decreased mites.
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Figure 2. Relative honey yield of individual ARS Primorsky honey bees selected as breeder queens in 1999 to produce daughters for stock propagation or release and the average honey yield of domestic control colonies. The Z-score or relative rank in comparison to group average for Primorsky and domestic colonies in apiaries was used rather than absolute honey production. This permits the comparison of colonies or groups of colonies in different states and apiaries. • = selected colony for breeding based on both honey production and resistance to V. destructor, — = average for domestic control colonies. Queen lines with no indicated breeder queen have been culled from the program.
and increased honey production. Most of these Primorsky queen lines had honey productions which were within the commercial range established by the control colonies (Fig. 1). However, as a result of the evaluation, the “Red 99” queen line was dropped from the program, partly as a result of its comparatively lower honey production in Iowa \( (P=0.02) \). The “Green 99” and “Yellow 99” queen lines were retained in the program with the goal of further improvement, but not selected for release to the beekeeping industry, partly because of their variation in honey production. The released queen lines, Blue 99, White 99 and Purple 99, had honey productions similar to those of the commercial standards. Also, the breeder queens selected to propagate these lines had honey productions that generally exceeded that of the average for domestic honey bee colonies (Fig. 2).

In 2000, there was again substantial variation in honey production between states and apiaries. Once again, differences in nectar flow strengths and durations and differences in the timing of nectar flows, respective to colony development, probably account for differences in the amount of honey produced in different apiaries and states. Also, once again, these data cannot be used to support any conclusion regarding the comparative honey production potential of the different beekeeping areas.

In 2000, honey production for most untested queen lines compared favorably to very favorably with the production of the control line (Fig. 3) and beekeeping expectations based on the production of nearby apiaries of domestic honey bees. Despite averages lowered by the production of colonies in queen lines destined to be culled because of comparatively low honey production, the average overall honey production of the ARS Primorsky colonies was quite acceptable. The best production came from Mississippi (Fig. 3).

There, the overall average production was 125 pounds. Selected breeder queens from Mississippi averaged 185 pounds and ranged from 149 to 238 pounds. These colonies also stored at least an additional 30 pounds in the Autumn after the data were collected and the trial was concluded. In Louisiana, at least an additional 50 pounds of honey was stored by each of the colonies during Autumn in addition to the 63 pound average presented here. Overall, the Louisiana colonies averaged about 113 pounds of net honey production. Iowa colonies had the lowest production where poor nectar-flow conditions resulted in a 41 pound average.

Although the overall honey production was good to excellent, some queen lines were less productive. The Orange 2000, Tan 2000, and White 2000 queen lines were culled from the project. The Yellow 1999 and the Silver and Red 2000 queen lines were retained for further selection, but not for immediate release. The Blue, Green, and Yellow 2000 queen lines were identified for release to the industry in 2001. The Purple 2000 queen line was identified for release to the industry in 2002. The breeder queens selected to propagate the lines selected for retention and release had honey productions that generally exceeded the group averages (Fig. 4).

The honey production by the ARS Primorsky queen lines tested in 1999 and 2000 ranged from more than to less than the honey production of commercial control stocks. Since every ARS Primorsky
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Figure 4. Relative honey yield of individual ARS Primorsky honey bees selected as breeder queens in 2000 to produce daughters for stock propagation or release and the average honey yield of all colonies. The Z-score or relative rank in comparison to group average for Primorsky and domestic colonies in apiaries was used rather than absolute honey production. This permits the comparison of colonies or groups of colonies in different states and apiaries. ● selected colony for breeding based on both honey production and resistance to *V. destructor*, — average for all colonies. Queen lines with no indicated breeder queen have been culled from the program.
queen line was more resistant to V. destructor than the commercial control stocks, many of them have both acceptable to excellent honey production and excellent comparative resistance to V. destructor. Hence, the progeny of the selected breeders for these lines, which will produce daughters for the 2001 release to the beekeeping industry, can be expected to contribute to successful beekeeping. Given favorable environmental conditions and management, their honey production should meet or exceed industry standards and provide an opportunity for beekeepers to explore reducing the frequency of treatments for mite control.

The queen lines that have been retained in the program exhibit variation in honey production, both within and between lines. Hence, there is still more opportunity for breeding and selection techniques to improve the already good honey production of ARS Primorsky stock.

CONCLUSIONS

Given favorable nectar flows and beekeeping, ARS Primorsky stock will produce large crops of honey. In general, their honey production potential meets or exceeds industry standards displayed by domestic commercial stocks.

Honey production of ARS Primorsky queen lines retained in the program and selected for industry release met or exceeded industry standards. Honey production of ARS Primorsky queen lines retained in the program for further selection prior to release to industry ranged from nearly achieving industry standards to exceeding them.

Overall, the variation in honey production between the ARS Primorsky queen lines retained for a breeding and selection program suggests that future selective breeding will further improve the honey production in the overall ARS Primorsky stock.
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